Baggage Calculator

SIMPLIFYING BAGGAGE CHARGES AND POLICIES FOR FAST,
ACCURATE DATA THAT CAN’T BE SURPASSED
How can baggage calculator help you?
GUARANTEED COMPLIANT TO
STANDARDS

THE BEST TOOL FOR YOUR
BUSINESS NEEDS

TAKE THE GUESSING OUT OF
REGULATIONS

Ensure your baggage data is always
accurate through the only industry
solution that is 100% compliant with
all baggage allowance and charges
processing, with access to details on
all baggage service types, and the
ability to validate data coding.

A dynamic tool, it can be molded to
fit your specific needs: With Baggage
Calculator Online, always have the
most up-to-date policies at your
fingertips for audit and analysis. Or use
Baggage Calculator Integrated in your
online reservation systems or airport
kiosks to communicate your baggage
policies accurately.

Follow US DOT and Canadian
Transportation Agency regulations, as
well as IATA Resolution 302, to correctly
apply the right baggage allowance and
charges throughout the journey.

KEEP UP WITH TODAY’S INDUSTRY
As airlines increase interline flights and develop ancillary
strategies with unbundled services, baggage policies continue
to grow in complexity. Knowing what to charge, when to
charge, and who to charge is a hassle of sorting out interline

agreements and government regulations. ATPCO’s Baggage
Calculator provides a dynamic solution that takes the guesswork
out of it, always ensuring you have the correct baggage polices
for reservations, audit, and analysis.

KEY BENEFITS
Integrated into your workflow

Manage multiple policies

Industry’s best

Get faster and more accurate handling
of baggage policies at all touchpoints including booking and check-in
for consistent data quality through
workflow channels.

With access to the 410 airlines that
process baggage allowance and
charges with ATPCO, never secondguess what policies your interline
partners or competitors have.

The only industry-recognized solution
that gives you the ability to validate
specific market policy coding based on
regulations and other policies before
production.
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AN EASY-TO-USE TOOL
Quickly change ticket issue dates
to retrieve specific information

Navigate the market on all
itinerary types

Easily change between
different passenger types

Communicate your policies to your
customers with ease

Never question your interline partner
policies again

Presenting your airline with revenue
opportunities

With more than half of reservations
happening online, airlines need to
communicate policies effectively
and accurately. Integrate your own
policies on your website and airport
kiosks so your customers are always
up-to-date on what baggage is
allowed, what charges they might
have, and what they can’t bring so
they stay happy.

Make interline easy, whether it’s
ensuring your interline policies
are reflected or double-checking
debit memos. Baggage Calculator
allows you to consistently have
your partners’ policies at your
fingertips for fast and accurate
auditing and analysis.

In an industry where baggage has
become a multi-million-dollar business,
airlines need to stay competitive in
different market segments. Compare
your policies based on itinerary to
ensure you’re delivering the best
policy possible.
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